April 2, 2020

Dear Iowa State Community,

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought significant challenges and changes to our daily lives. But we should not feel powerless during this unprecedented situation.

Click the image below for an encouraging message from our students. They share what each of us can do to help slow the spread of the virus and protect the health and safety of our community.

Thank you to Cyclones Everywhere for doing your part – exercising your Cyclone Power – to make an important difference during this difficult time.

Click the image above to play the video “We are Fellow Cyclones... Help Protect the Community We Love” or copy and paste the URL into your web browser: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-4YDKwPADw&feature=youtu.be

Also, be sure to take advantage of the great tools and resources offered through our well-being campaign, Keep Community. Safe Informed. Be Well.

Go Cyclones!

Wendy Wintersteen
President

Erin Baldwin
Assistant Vice President for Student Health and Wellness and Director of Thielen Student Health Center